
BUG Title Sequence
Director: Lars Holmgren
Production Company: Locomotion
UK 2009

Moray McLaren – We Got Time
Director: David Wilson
Production Company: Blinkink
Record Company: Lash Records
UK 2009

Tiga – Shoes
Director: AlexandLiane
Production Company: Mutter und Vater
Record Company: Different/PIAS
Germany 2009

Matt and Kim – Lessons Learned
Director: Taylor Cohen and Otto Arsenault
Production Company: Fummo
Record Company: Fader
USA 2009

Department of Eagles – No One Does It
like You
Director: Patrick Daughters and Marcel
Dzama
Production Company: The Directors’ Bureau
Record Company: 4AD
USA 2009

Kasabian – Fire
Director: W.I.Z.
Production Company: Factory Films
Record Company: Sony Music
UK 2009

Tim Fite – Big Mistake
Director: Claire Carré and Lilli Carré
Production Company: Partizan
Record Company: Anti-
USA 2008

The Streets – The Irony of It All
Director: Adam Smith
Production Company: Colonel Blimp
UK

What Goes Up
Director: Adam Smith
Production Company: Blink/Colonel Blimp
Music: North of Ping Pong
UK

Madness – Dust Devil
Director: Adam Smith
Production Company: Black Dog Films
Record Company: Southern Fried
UK 2009

St Vincent – Actor Out of Work
Director: Terri Timely
Production Company: Furlined
Record Company: 4AD
USA 2009

The Prodigy – Warrior’s Dance
Director: Corin Hardy
Production Company: Academy
Record Company: Cooking Vinyl
UK 2009

N.A.S.A. feat Kanye West, Likke Li &
Santogold – Gifted
Director: Three Legged Legs
Production Company: Green Dot Films
Record Company: Anti-/Stereophonic
USA 2009

Welcome to the latest edition of BUG, the regular night of music video
excellence here at BFI Southbank. And, yes, we have reached a landmark of
sorts – this is the 13th episode of our show. Should we have planned
something special for this most superstitious of numbers? Well, in a way we
have. But in another way we have just done what we normally do: it’s the best,
most creative and exciting work in music videos we can find, hosted in his
inimitable fashion by Adam Buxton. Tonight, we have some great examples of
the Evolution of Music Video for you, and we are enormously pleased to have
a great special guest in the highly talented and versatile director Adam Smith.

And we begin with an ingenious piece of animation for Scottish singer-
songwriter Moray McLaren. We Got Time is directed by David Wilson, and
based on the praxinoscope, a 19th century pre-cinema animation device that
succeeded the zoetrope. The video uses 14 mirrored carousels and 114
individually illustrated record labels placed on a group of ordinary record
turntables. And what looks utterly impossible is actually true: it was all
achieved in-camera.

Next comes the new video from Alex Large and Liane Sommers, the British
directing duo who have won acclaim and awards in the UK and US for their
stylish pop videos. But in Berlin where they live, AlexandLiane have a kind of
parallel music video directing career making more leftfield, conceptual and
delightfully wacky stuff. Their new one for Tiga definitely falls into the latter
category: deadpan humour, 70s TV effects, groovy artworks, a naked green
drummer, and the eternal battle between lust and disgust all inspired by
Tiga’s offbeat disco.

Matt and Kim’s latest video was made by the LA-based filmmakers Taylor
Cohen and Otto Arsenault. Without giving too much away if you haven’t seen
it, it’s a great (and brave) idea, superbly executed. And those Times Square
tourists will have some interesting shots on their camera phones. Otto tells us
that even in New York, where they hand out film location licences like copies
of London Lite, they had to wing this one. But he insists those are real police…

At our first break in the programme Adam will be continuing one of the
themes for tonight’s show via his laptop – looking at particularly unusual and
brainwarpingly time-consuming examples of animation in music video. These
will include the remarkable chalk-and-blackboard animated video for
Firekites’ Autumn Story directed by Lucinda Schreiber and Yanni Kronenberg –
and possibly a look at the amazing mural-animation by the artist known as
Blu.

Our next video features the work of Canadian artist Marcel Dzama – which
has also recently been animated for one of several videos made for hip-hop
project N.A.S.A. But here Patrick Daughters has turned the artist’s drawings
into glorious live action for the benefit of Department of Eagles. Daughters
explores ideas of mortality in very different way from his last video for
Depeche Mode’s Wrong: here the nightmare of warfare and death is expressed
through stunning imagery and choreography.

That’s followed by the new video from one of the UK’s leading rock bands, and
from one of their regular collaborators. In Kasabian’s previous videos directed
by WIZ, the band have played freedom fighters in an Eastern bloc uprising,
and doomed rebel 19th-century soldiers in a pointless war. In another highly
cinematic piece, he’s putting their lives on the line again: they are bank-
robbing outlaws in a bank heist with a distinctly surreal edge.

The next video is a charming piece made at the end of last year and finally
receives a deserved airing at BUG. Big Mistake is a collaboration between
acclaimed Chicago-based comic book artist and illustrator Lilli Carré and her
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Adam Buxton – Nutty Room
Directors: Adam Buxton and Dougal Wilson
UK 2009

Also featured in tonight’s show:

Firekites – Autumn Story
Directors: Lucinda Schreiber and Yanni
Kronenberg
Record Company: Spunk
Australia 2009

Chairlift – Evident Utensil
Director: Ray Tintori
Production Company: Partizan
Record Company: Columbia
USA 2009

BUG thanks…
Adam Buxton www.adam-buxton.com

Adam Smith www.flatnosegeorge.com

Svana Gisla & Sophie Delaney at Black Dog
Films

Hosted by: BFI Southbank
Post-production by: Locomotion
Print Creative by: Limited Edition
Event Management by: Ballistic
Website by: David Nattriss
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sister, the LA-based director Claire Carré, for American singer-songwriter Tim
Fite. The Carré sisters have combined to tell the story of an old man in a
hospital bed fondly recalling the stories behind his many injuries to a much
younger, querulous patient. It’s funny and, dare we say, poignant.

Then we welcome our special guest of the evening to the stage. Adam Smith is
by no means just a director of music videos – his remarkable, possibly unique
career path has taken him from making club visuals – and establishing a long
and fruitful relationship with the Chemical Brothers – to directing acclaimed
TV drama including Skins and the BBC’s recent adaptation of Little Dorrit. He’s
also made great documentaries – and some memorable music videos, which
span from capturing the spirit of London hip-hop and grime, to gripping
dramas. Tonight we’ll be screening a rare video that Adam made for The
Streets – in fact, The Irony of It All was specifically made for Mike Skinner’s
early live shows. That’s followed by Adam’s brilliant comedy short film-cum-
video What Goes Up, featuring the music of actor Charlie Creed-Miles’s band
North of Ping Pong. Finally, we’ll be showing Adam’s brand new video, for the
return of Madness: the riotous behaviour of the Dust Devil, convincingly played
by Jaime Winston.

Then we have the latest video by San Francisco-based Terri Timely – that’s the
directing partnership of Ian Kibbey and Corey Creasey – and for Annie Clark,
aka St. Vincent. Actor Out of Work is a beautifully constructed and astute look
at the mechanics of the thespian profession with the most compelling on-
screen presence of all provided by Clark herself.

Adam returns to his laptop for the second time to check out some examples of
the voguish process known as data moshing, a technique where video images
bleed into one another in remarkable ways. Kanye West made a data-moshing
video to accompany his vocoderised performance of Welcome to Heartbreak, and
Ray Tintori, who set the bar for lo-fi video effects with his very first video for
MGMT’s Time to Pretend, has now created some data-moshing par excellence
for Chairlift’s Evident Utensil.

Then comes the new one by Corin Hardy, who has teamed with revitalised
dance veterans The Prodigy to make his best video since The Horrors’ She Is a
New Thing – and The Prodge’s best vid in ages too. Corin has been making
figures out of cigarette packets since he was 14, so this is the realisation of a
long-held dream: Warrior’s Dance is a tribal gathering of these cigarette packet
men – but what looks like extraordinarily complicated stop-motion work is
also extraordinarily complicated and skilful puppetry. Clearly twisted
Firestarters are back.

It’s followed by one of those videos to accompany the long-awaited release of
The Spirit of Apollo by N.A.S.A. (North America/South America) that features a
stellar roll-call of guest vocalists. Three Legged Legs, the directing collective
responsible for the video for Gifted (featuring Kanye West, Lykke Li and
Santogold on vox) have opted for a mind-bending, gripping space adventure…

And so to the our final video of the night: we’re delighted to present the world
premiere of Adam Buxton’s latest creation, just before it heads off to the BBC.
It’s a little something that Adam has brewed up with eminent video director
Dougal Wilson called Nutty Room – and it’s just a little bit in the spirit of
Thirteen….   

Enjoy the show.

Programme notes and credits compiled by the Filmographic Unit, BFI National Library.
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